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QUESTION 1

You want to write all errors detected when loading a data page to a log file. How would you do that? 

A. Use an existing function in the error handling data transform. 

B. Use the error handling flow. 

C. Use a transition condition. 

D. Invoke the error handler from the post processing activity in a data page. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement best describes the role of the baserule in circumstancing? 

A. The base rule is a template used to create all of the circumstanced variants. 

B. The base rule is used if no circumstanced variant applies. 

C. The base rule describes case behavior in effect until a certain date. 

D. The base rule lists all of the properties for which a rule car be circumstanced. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An insurance application contains a top-level case type named Auto Claim and a Damage Appraisal child case. The
company has determined that only one user may open and work on a case at one time. However, users working on
damage appraisals should not lock out users working on the parent Auto Claim case. 

Which two configurations satisfy this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Select Do not lock the parent case when the child case is open on the Auto Claim case type. 

B. Select Do not lock the parent case when the child case is open on the Damage Appraisal case type. 

C. Select Default locking on the Auto Claim case type. 

D. Select Optimistic locking on Damage Appraisal. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

You have added a cascading approval step that uses an authority matrix. You have specified a decision table to
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determine the approvers for each case. You have confirmed that the conditions in the decision table are configured
correctly. You test the configuration by entering requests that require multiple approvers. However, the system routes all
requests to only one approver. Which of the following actions would you take to correct this issue? 

A. Add an approval level for each approver. 

B. Add a row to the decision table that evaluates the submitter\\'s workgroup manager. 

C. Set the decision table to evaluate all rows. 

D. Specify a page list for the authority matrix. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A client wants to replace the Pega 7 logo in the Case Manager and Case Worker portals. Instead of using the company
logo, the client wants you to use the logos for each of the company\\'s operating subsidiaries ?a user in the ABC
subsidiary sees the logo for ABC, and a user in the XYZ subsidiary sees the XYZ logo. 

How do you ensure that each user sees the appropriate logo in their portal? 

A. Specialize the portal header in the division layer of the Enterprise Class Structure (ECS). 

B. Reference the appropriate image on the user\\'s Operator ID record. 

C. Add a when condition to the portal record to determine which image to display. 

D. Circumstance the portal harness on the user\\'s division. 

Correct Answer: A 
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